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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTICAL DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

(57) A method (100) for optical distance measure-
ments is suggested which comprises carrying out (101)
Radar measurements, building (102) a grid map (24)
comprising a plurality of elements (25) based on the Ra-
dar measurements, extracting information (103) about
the dynamic state of each element (25) and assigning
(105) the information to the respective element (25). The
method (100) further comprises carrying out (106) Lidar
measurements resulting in a Lidar point cloud (26) and
associating (107) the Lidar point cloud (26) with the grid
map (24).
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method as
well as an apparatus for optical distance measurements.

Prior Art

[0002] Using Lidar measurement for perceiving the en-
vironment of a vehicle is generally known. Lidar meas-
urements are based on sending out measurement pulses
and receiving the reflections of these pulses on objects
in the environment of the vehicle. Based on the time of
flight method, the distance to the objects on which the
measurement pulses have been reflected can be deter-
mined.
[0003] However, a major disadvantage of Lidar is that
it is incapable of providing velocity information of the ob-
jects on which the measurement pulses have been re-
flected. For example, in a complex driving scenario, the
data association is very challenging, since with a high-
resolution sensor the measurements reflected on dy-
namic objects are hardly distinguishable from other
measurements generated from nearby static objects.
This results in a very challenging and degraded data as-
sociation since the performance of dynamic object track-
ing and static object representation is strongly affected.

Presentation of the invention: Objective, solution, 
advantages

[0004] The objective of the present invention is to im-
prove a method for optical distance measurements in
such a way that it takes into account whether a meas-
urement is the result of a reflection on a dynamic or a
static object. In other words, the data association should
be improved.
[0005] This objective is solved by a method for optical
distance measurements wherein the method comprises
carrying out Radar measurements and building a grid
map comprising a plurality of elements based on the Ra-
dar measurements. Further, the method comprises ex-
tracting information about the dynamic state of each el-
ement and assigning the information to the respective
element. In addition, Lidar measurements are carried out
resulting in a Lidar point cloud, wherein the method com-
prises associating the Lidar point cloud with the grid map.
[0006] The method for optical distance measurements
particularly serves for navigating a vehicle, in particular
for navigating a vehicle by autonomous driving. For this
purpose, the distance to any objects within a surrounding
and/or within a measurement area of an apparatus for
carrying out the method is preferably determined by the
above described method.
[0007] The term "Radar measurements" refers to
measurements using radio waves to determine the dis-
tance to objects. The method particularly comprises

sending out radio waves which are reflected on objects
in a measurement area. The measurement area partic-
ular represents an area which is measured by means of
sending out radio waves. The measurement area is par-
ticularly understood as the field of view, here Radar field
of view. The field of view especially represents an area
which is observable by a respective receiving unit, such
as e.g. a Radar sensor. The radio waves are reflected
wherein the reflections are received. In particular, the
measurement area is scanned by the radio waves. In
other words, the method comprises scanning a meas-
urement area by carrying out Radar measurements. In
particular, imaging radar is used so that further preferred
as a result of the Radar measurements an image of the
measurement area is obtained.
[0008] A great advantage of Radar is that it is capable
of determining the velocity of the objects on which the
radio waves have been reflected. In particular, the rela-
tive radial velocity is determined. The term "relative radial
velocity" refers to the relative velocity between an appa-
ratus for carrying out the method which might also be
moving and the possibly dynamic and thus moving ob-
jects, wherein this relative velocity is determined in a ra-
dial direction. The Radar measurements, in other words
the results of the Radar measurements, are used to build
a grid map which comprises a plurality of elements. The
term "element" can refer to a grid element.
[0009] The grid map could be a 3D voxel grid map such
that the elements are voxels. A voxel preferably repre-
sents a value on the 3D voxel grid map wherein the map
can be based on a regular grid in three-dimensional
space. Alternatively, the grid map could be a 2D grid map
comprising cells or in other words pixels as elements.
[0010] In particular, the grid map represents the meas-
urement area which has been measured by means of
the Radar measurements. Especially, each element of
the grid map represents a part or in other words segment
of the measurement area, so that each element relates
to and can be assigned to a respective part of the meas-
urement area. In other word, the grid map is a discrete
representation of the measurement area in either 2D or
3D. In particular, the grid map discretizes the measure-
ment area, and thus advantageously the surrounding of
a respective apparatus for distance measurements, into
a set of elements, either into a set of cells or in other
words pixels in 2D or into a set of voxels in 3D, where
each element represent a unique location in the meas-
urement area.
[0011] The method comprises extracting information
about the dynamic state of each element and assigning
the information to the respective element. The dynamic
state of each element represents the dynamic state of
the objects within the corresponding part of the meas-
urement area. Thus, the method advantageously com-
prises extracting information on the dynamic state of the
respective part of the measurement area and assigning
it to the corresponding element.
[0012] Further, the method can comprise estimating
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the dynamic probability of each element. In particular,
the grid map is a probabilistic grid map representing the
probability of dynamics of the measurement area in which
the Radar measurements have been carried out. Since
the elements of the grid map each represent a part of the
measurement area in which the Radar measurements
have been carried out, the dynamic state of each element
directly relates to the dynamic state of the respective part
of the measurement area. For example, if an element
has a very low dynamic probability, this means that within
the respective part of the measurement area, it is very
likely that only static objects have been detected, in other
words that the radio waves have only been reflected on
static objects in this part of the measurement area.
[0013] For example, the dynamic probability could
range from 0 % to 100 %, wherein 0% refers to a certainty
of a static state and 100 % to a certainty of a dynamic
movement. The dynamic probabilities will lie between
these minimum and maximum values so that for example
a dynamic probability of 80 % is still an indicator of a high
probability that within the respective part of the measure-
ment area a moving object is present.
[0014] Since by using Radar it is possible to extract
information about the velocity, especially the relative ra-
dial velocity, of the objects on which the radio waves have
been reflected, the Radar measurements can be used
to extract information about the dynamic state of each
element of the grid map. This information is assigned to
the respective element. Advantageously, the grid map
therefore represents the dynamic state of the measure-
ment area in which the Radar measurements have been
carried out.
[0015] The method further comprises carrying out
Lidar measurements resulting in a Lidar point cloud. In
particular, carrying out the Lidar measurements compris-
es sending out measurements pulses and receiving their
reflections. A measurement pulse is in particular an elec-
tromagnetic, preferably an optical, signal. The measure-
ments pulses have in particular a wave length which is
not visible to the human eye. Advantageously, invisible
infrared is used. Preferably, the measurement pulses
each have a pulse duration so that the measurement
pulses can be understood as a time derestricted portions
of electromagnetic radiation. Since the measurement
pulse is an electromagnetic signal and its velocity is thus
known, the distance to the object on which a measure-
ment pulse has been reflected can be determined by
measuring the time the measurement pulse needs to re-
turn. In particular, each point of the Lidar point cloud rep-
resents the result of a Lidar measurement meaning hav-
ing received a reflected measurement pulse. The Lidar
point cloud is advantageously a 3D point cloud meaning
that the points of the Lidar measurements are not dis-
posed in one plane but in three dimensional space.
[0016] Advantageously, carrying out the Lidar meas-
urement particularly comprises sending out measure-
ment pulses which are reflected on objects in a meas-
urement area. The measurement area is particularly un-

derstood as the field of view, here Lidar field of view. The
field of view especially represents an area which is ob-
servable by a respective receiving unit, such as e.g. a
Lidar sensor. Advantageously, the Lidar measurements
are carried in the same measurement area as the Radar
measurements. In other words, the Lidar field of view and
the Radar field of view are at least overlapping or iden-
tical. In particular, carrying out the Lidar measurements
means scanning the same measurement area as when
it comes to the Radar measurements.
[0017] According to the invention, the method compris-
es associating the Lidar point cloud with the grid map. In
particular, the Lidar point cloud comprises points wherein
each point represents the result of a Lidar measurement.
One Lidar measurement is preferably to be understood
as sending out a measurement pulse and receiving it
after it has been reflected.
[0018] In particular, each point of the Lidar point cloud
is associated with at least one element of the grid map.
Advantageously, each point of the Lidar point cloud is
assigned to at least one element of the grid map.
[0019] By extracting information about the dynamic
state of each element of the grid map based on the Radar
measurements the method according to the invention
takes into account the velocity information about the
measurement area. By associating a Lidar point cloud
resulting from the Lidar measurements with the grid map
containing information about the dynamic state of each
element it can be taken into account whether a point of
the Lidar point cloud is the result from the reflection on
a dynamic object or a static object. The availability of this
information improves the performance of the method for
optical distance measurements. In particular, the data
association which becomes challenging in difficult driving
scenarios, can vastly be increased. In this sense, data
association refers to assigning each measurement to the
correct object from which the measurement has arisen.
In other words, the goal of data association is to know
which measurement belongs to which target.
[0020] In particular, the above method is a Lidar-based
fusion method for distance measurements, since the
method fuses Radar and Lidar information.
[0021] Preferably, the method comprises estimating
the dynamic probability of each element. Estimating the
dynamic probability of each element means that it is es-
timated with which probability the objects on which the
radio waves of the Radar measurements have been re-
flected are at the moment and/or will be in the future static
or dynamic. Especially, the dynamic probability of each
element in the future is determined based on previous
measurements regarding the same element. Thus, the
method can comprise estimating the dynamic probability
regularly, saving the probabilities and using them to es-
timate the dynamic probability for the future. The dynamic
probability of the element can be modelled as a stochastic
point process, in particular a nonhomogeneous Poisson
process.
[0022] The method can further comprise extracting in-
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formation about the occupancy of each element and as-
signing the information to the respective element. The
occupancy of the elements represents the presence of
objects within the corresponding part of the measure-
ment area. Thus, the method advantageously comprises
extracting information about the occupancy of a respec-
tive part of the measurement area by means of the Radar
measurements and assigning it to the corresponding el-
ement. The occupancy probability is particularly estimat-
ed using a binary Bayes filter. In particular, the method
comprises estimating the probability of occupancy of
each element and/or classifying each element as occu-
pied or not occupied. The grid map can therefore repre-
sent an occupancy grid map.
[0023] In particular, each point of the Lidar point cloud
is associated with more than one element of the grid map.
Associating the Lidar point cloud with a grid map can
comprise projecting the Lidar point cloud into the grid
map. In other words, each point of the Lidar point cloud
is projected into the grid map.
[0024] After projecting a point of the Lidar point cloud
into the grid map the method can further comprise deter-
mining the nearest elements of the grid map to this point.
In particular, a radius is predetermined and each element
within this radius around the projected point is associat-
ed.
[0025] Especially, all elements of the grid map are
equally sized, defined by one size in each dimension.
The radius could for example be between one time and
three times, especially between one time and two times,
the size of the elements, in particular the largest size of
the elements.
[0026] The method can further comprise checking the
dynamic probabilities of the nearest and thus associated
elements. For each point of the Lidar point cloud the
method advantageously comprises determining the av-
erage of the dynamic probabilities of the associated el-
ements of the grid map, and comparing the average with
a predetermined threshold for classifying the point as
static or dynamic. The average could be a weighted av-
erage, meaning that the dynamic probabilities of some
elements have more "weight" compared to others. For
example, some elements of the nearest elements which
are closer to the point could have a higher "weight" when
determining the average than other elements of the near-
est elements which are disposed further away from the
point. Alternatively, the average could not be weighted,
so that each of the nearest elements is equally weighted.
[0027] The method can comprise classifying each
point of the Lidar point cloud as dynamic or static. If the
average lies above the threshold, the respective point of
the Lidar point cloud is classified as dynamic. If the av-
erage lies under the threshold, the point is classified as
static. If a point is classified as static, this means that the
point very likely resulted from a reflection on a static ob-
ject. If a point is classified as dynamic, this means that
the point very likely resulted from a reflection on a dy-
namic object. For example, the threshold could be set at

70 %.
[0028] By means of the classification, the method is
capable distinguishing between points of the Lidar point
cloud resulting from the reflection on static objects and
points of the Lidar point cloud resulting from the reflection
on moving objects. In other words, it is possible for each
point of a Lidar point cloud to determine whether the re-
spective Lidar measurement pulse had been reflected
on a static or a dynamic object. This can be achieved
due to the association between the Lidar point cloud and
the grid map. As a consequence, the method significantly
improves the ambiguous data association between Lidar
points reflected from static and dynamic objects. In other
words, points classified as resulting from the reflection
on static objects will not be associated with dynamic ob-
jects and vice versa. As a result, the method is capable
to separate points within the same point clouds based
on the dynamics of the objects on which the respective
Lidar measurement pulses have been reflected.
[0029] Preferably, the method further comprises build-
ing a Lidar-based static grid map, especially a Lidar-
based static grid map. This Lidar-based static grid map
is preferably based on the points of the Lidar point cloud
having been classified as static, meaning the points
which result from the reflection on static objects. The
Lidar-based static grid map serves to represent all the
static objects in the measurement area. The Lidar-based
static grid map can be constantly updated, preferable
after each scan, and the static objects can be confirmed.
[0030] In particular, the method comprises carrying out
numerous scans of Radar and Lidar wherein a Lidar scan
follows a Radar scan or the Lidar scan and the Radar
scan are carried out at the same time. In particular, the
Lidar-based static grid map is updated each time after
carrying out a Lidar scan. Since the data association is
vastly improved, the Lidar-based static object represen-
tation is not wrongly updated by dynamic points of a Lidar
point cloud. Therefore, the static object representation
as well as the confirmation of static objects after each
scan is greatly improved.
[0031] The method can further comprise Lidar-based
tracking of dynamic objects. In particular, the Lidar-based
tracking of dynamic objects is based on the points of the
Lidar point cloud having been classified as dynamic,
meaning the points resulting from the reflection on mov-
ing objects. Advantageously, only Lidar points reflected
on moving objects are considered.
[0032] In particular, the Lidar-based tracking of dynam-
ic objects comprises a data association for tracking.
Points of the Lidar point cloud resulting from the Lidar
measurements are distinguished between having being
the result of a reflection of the respective measurement
pulse on a static object or a dynamics object. The points
resulting from dynamic objects are initialized for tracking.
These points represent the dynamic objects to be
tracked. After each Lidar scan these points, or in other
words the dynamic objects which they represent, are val-
idated and followed so that a tracking is enabled. Since
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the data association is improved, the track initialization
and validation of dynamic objects are enhanced. Only
points resulting from the reflection on dynamic objects
will be considered in the data association process for the
Lidar-based tracking. Consequently, this will reduce the
number of wrongly associated points with dynamic ob-
jects. Furthermore, the computation time for the Lidar-
based tracking data association will be reduced.
[0033] In particular, the method comprises extracting
a drivable space for a vehicle based on the Lidar-based
static grid map and the Lidar-based tracking of dynamic
objects. In particular, the method serves for extracting a
drivable space for a vehicle, in particular for navigating
the vehicle, advantageously by autonomous driving.
[0034] In another aspect, the invention relates to an
apparatus for optical distance measurements wherein
the apparatus is capable of carrying out an above de-
scribed method. In particular, the apparatus is configured
to carry out an above described method. The apparatus
can serve for the navigation of a vehicle, in particular by
autonomous driving. For this purpose, the apparatus is
particularly disposed on the vehicle to be navigated, in
particular in its front area.
[0035] The apparatus particularly comprises a trans-
mission unit wherein the transmission unit further pre-
ferred comprises a Lidar source for transmitting meas-
urements pulses for the Lidar measurements, particularly
a plurality of lasers. Especially, the Lidar source is con-
figured as a laser array. Further, the transmission unit
can comprise a Radar source for transmitting radio
waves.
[0036] The apparatus can comprise a receiving unit
which further preferred has a Radar sensor for receiving
the reflection of the radio waves as well as a Lidar sensor
for receiving the reflection of the measurements pulses
of the Lidar measurements. The Lidar sensor particularly
comprises a plurality of receiving elements which are
configured as diodes, in particular avalanche photodi-
odes, most preferred single photon avalanche diodes, or
pin diodes.
[0037] Furthermore, the apparatus can comprise a
control unit for controlling the transmission unit as well
as the receiving unit. The apparatus can further comprise
an evaluation unit for carrying put the above method. In
particular, the apparatus is a Lidar-based fusion system
in which Lidar and Radar are fused. In particular, the
apparatus is a time of flight detector.
[0038] Furthermore, the invention relates to computer
program product, comprising a computer-readable stor-
age medium on which a program is stored, which, after
being loaded into the memory of a computer, enables
the computer to carry out an above described method,
possibly in cooperation with an above described appa-
ratus.
[0039] In addition, the invention relates to a computer-
readable storage medium on which a program is stored,
which, after being loaded into the memory of the compu-
ter, enables the computer to carry out an above described

method, possibly in cooperation with an above described
apparatus.

Brief description of the drawings

[0040] It is shown in a schematic way in:

Figure 1 a flow diagram of a method according to the
invention;

Figure 2 an apparatus according to the invention;
Figure 3a a picture of a driving scenario; and
Figure 3b a grid map with an associated Lidar point

cloud.

Embodiments of the invention

[0041] In figure 1 a flow diagram of a method according
to the invention (100) is shown. The method comprises
carrying out (101) Radar measurements as well as build-
ing (102) a grid map comprising a plurality of elements.
The method comprises extracting (103) information
about the dynamic state of each element and assigning
(105) the information to the respective element.
[0042] For extracting (103) the information about the
dynamic state of each element, the method (100) can
comprise estimating (103a) the dynamic probability of
each element.
[0043] In addition, the method can comprise extracting
(104) information about the occupancy of each element.
In particular, the probability of occupancy of each ele-
ment is estimated and each element is classified as oc-
cupied or not occupied. Further, the method (100) can
include assigning (105) the information about the occu-
pancy of each element to the respective element.
[0044] Furthermore, the method comprises carrying
out (106) Lidar measurements resulting in a Lidar point
cloud as well as associating (107) the Lidar point cloud
with the grid map. The latter step preferably comprises
projecting (107a) the Lidar point cloud into the grid map
and further preferred determining (107b) for each point
of the Lidar point cloud the nearest elements of the grid
map and even further preferred determining (107c) the
average of the dynamic probabilities of the nearest ele-
ments of the grid map as well as comparing the average
with a predetermined threshold.
[0045] The method can further comprise classifying
(108) each point of the Lidar point cloud as dynamic or
static based on the above comparison with the predeter-
mined threshold.
[0046] Furthermore, the method can comprise building
(109) a Lidar-based static grid map which is preferably
based on the points of the Lidar point cloud resulting from
the reflection on static objects. The method can further
comprise Lidar-based tracking (110) of dynamic objects
preferably based on the points of the Lidar point cloud
resulting from the reflection on dynamic objects. Further-
more, preferably based on both the Lidar-based static
grid map as well as the Lidar-based tracking of dynamic
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objects, the method (100) can comprise extracting (111)
a drivable space for a vehicle.
[0047] Figure 2 shows an apparatus (10) according to
the invention comprising a transmission unit (11) which
preferable comprises a Lidar source and a Radar source.
[0048] The apparatus (10) further comprises a receiv-
ing unit (12), preferably a receiving unit for Lidar and Ra-
dar each as well as an evaluation unit (13) and a control
unit (14) which is configured to control the transmission
unit (11), the receiving unit (12) as well as the evaluation
unit (13).
[0049] Figure 3a shows a driving scenario (20) of a
vehicle comprising an apparatus (10) according to the
invention for carrying out a method (100) according to
the invention.
[0050] Within this driving scenario (20) there are mul-
tiple cars (21) which have been represented by rectan-
gles for reasons of simplicity. Furthermore, the driving
scenario (20) comprises traffic lights (22) as well as a
sidewalk (23). Using Lidar alone could not result in any
information about the velocity of the cars (21) within the
driving scenario. However, by using the method accord-
ing to the invention, information about the dynamic and
static regions in the driving scenario can be determined.
[0051] Figure 3b shows a grid map (24) of the driving
scenario (20) of figure 3a. The grid map (24) comprises
elements (25) wherein each element relates to and can
be assigned to a respective part of the driving scenario
(20), in this case by projecting the grid map (24) onto the
driving scenario (20). The grid map (24) of figure 3b is
highly simplified.
[0052] In the present case, elements with a high dy-
namic probability are shown in a dashed way. Namely,
the elements (25) in line 5, columns 3 and 4, line 6, col-
umns 1, 3 and 4, line 7, columns 1 and 2 and line 8,
column 1. These elements (25) which obviously corre-
spond to the car (21) on the very left side of the driving
scenario (20) as well as the car in front of this car, i.e.
the second car (21) to the left in the driving scenario (20).
This result of the method (100) is only natural, since the
driving scenario (20) shows cars (21) lining up in front of
traffic lights (22). The cars (21) which are arranged di-
rectly in front of the traffic lights (22) have already deac-
celerated and are therefore static, while the cars (21)
approaching the "traffic jam" in front of the traffic lights
(22) are still dynamic.
[0053] In addition, a Lidar point cloud (26) comprising
multiple points (27) is shown in figure 3b which have been
associated with the grid map (24) by projection. The
points (27) obviously result from the reflection of the re-
spective measurement pulses on the cars in the driving
scenario (20) (these are the points in columns 1, 3, 4, 5,
7 and 8) as well as from reflections of the respective
measurement pulses on the sidewalk (23) (these are the
points in columns 13 and 14).
[0054] Each point is associated with the nearest ele-
ments of the grid map (24). For example, a first point
(27a) is shown which has been projected into the element

(25) in line 6, column 3. The method (100) comprises
determining the nearest elements within a certain prede-
termined radius. Theses nearest elements are in this
case the elements (25) in line 5, columns 3 and 4, and
line 6, columns 3 and 4. The first point (27a) is associated
with these four elements. The method (100) comprises
determining the average of the dynamic probabilities of
these elements (25) and comparing it with a threshold.
Since all the nearest elements have a high dynamic prob-
ability as can be seen by the dashed representation, the
average lies above the threshold and the first point (27a)
is classified as dynamic.
[0055] A second example is explained with respect to
a second point (27b) which is projected into the element
(25) in line 7, column 13. Within a predetermined radius
around this point, the nearest elements are determined
which are those in line 6, columns 13 and 14, and line 7,
columns 13 and 14. The average dynamic probability of
these elements (25) lies beneath the predetermined
threshold, so that the second point (27b) is classified as
static.
[0056] Thus, by associating the Lidar point cloud (26)
with the grid map (24) points resulting from the reflection
on static objects can be separated from points resulting
from the reflection on dynamic objects. While the points
resulting from the reflection on dynamic objects can thus
be used for Lidar-based object tracking, the points re-
sulting from the reflection on static objects are used for
building a Lidar-based static grid map representing the
static objects in the driving scenario (20).

Reference signs

[0057]

100 method according to the invention
101 carrying out Radar measurements
102 building a grid map comprising a plurality of el-

ements
103 extracting information about the dynamic state

of each element
103a estimating the dynamic probability of each ele-

ment
104 extracting information about the occupancy of

each element
105 assigning the information to the respective ele-

ment
106 carrying out Lidar measurements resulting in a

Lidar point cloud
107 associating the Lidar point cloud with the grid

map
107a projecting the Lidar point cloud into the grid map
107b determining for each point of the Lidar point

cloud the nearest elements of the grid map
107c determining the average of the dynamic proba-

bilities of the nearest elements of the grid map
and comparing the average with a predeter-
mined threshold for classifying the point as static
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or dynamic
108 classifying each point of the Lidar point cloud as

dynamic or static
109 building a Lidar-based static grid map
110 Lidar-based tracking of dynamic objects
111 extracting a drivable space for a vehicle

10 apparatus according to the invention
11 transmission unit
12 receiving unit
13 evaluation unit
14 control unit

20 driving scenario
21 car
22 traffic lights
23 side walk
24 grid map
25 element
26 Lidar point cloud
27 points
27a first point
27b second point

Claims

1. A method (100) for optical distance measurements,
wherein the method (100) comprises
carrying out (101) Radar measurements,
building (102) a grid map (24) comprising a plurality
of elements (25) based on the Radar measurements,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises extracting (103) infor-
mation about the dynamic state of each element (25),
assigning (105) the information to the respective el-
ement (25) and carrying out (106) Lidar measure-
ments resulting in a Lidar point cloud (26),
wherein the method (100) comprises associating
(107) the Lidar point cloud (26) with the grid map (24).

2. The method (100) according to claim 1,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises estimating (103a) the
dynamic probability of each element (25).

3. The method (100) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises extracting (104) infor-
mation about the occupancy of each element (25)
and assigning (105) the information to the respective
element (25).

4. The method (100) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims,
characterized in that
associating (107) the Lidar point cloud (26) with the

grid map (24) comprises projecting (107a) the Lidar
point cloud (26) into the grid map (24).

5. The method (100) according to claim 4,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises determining (107b) for
each point (27) of the Lidar point cloud (26) the near-
est elements (25) of the grid map (24).

6. The method (100) according to any of claims 4 or 5,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises for each point (27) of
the Lidar point cloud (26) determining (107c) the av-
erage of the dynamic probabilities of the nearest el-
ements of the grid map (24) and comparing the av-
erage with a predetermined threshold for classifying
the point (27) as static or dynamic.

7. The method (100) according to any previous claims,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises classifying (108) each
point (27) of the Lidar point cloud (26) as dynamic
or static.

8. The method (100) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises building (109) a Lidar-
based static grid map.

9. The method (100) according to claims 7 and 8,
characterized in that
the LIDAR-based static grid map is based on the
static points of the Lidar point cloud (26).

10. The method (100) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises LIDAR-based tracking
(110) of dynamic objects.

11. The method (100) according to claims 7 and 10,
characterized in that
the LIDAR-based tracking (110) of dynamic objects
is based on the dynamic points of the Lidar point
cloud.

12. The method (100) according to any one of claims 8
to 11,
characterized in that
the method (100) comprises extracting (111) a driv-
able space for a vehicle based on the LIDAR-based
static grid map and the LIDAR-based tracking (110)
of dynamic objects.

13. An apparatus (10) for optical distance measure-
ments,
characterized in that
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the apparatus (10) is capable of carrying out a meth-
od (100) according to any one of claims 1 to 12.

14. A computer program product, comprising a compu-
ter-readable storage medium on which a program is
stored, which, after being loaded into the memory of
a computer, enables the computer to carry out a
method (100) according to any one of claims 1 to 12,
possibly in cooperation with an apparatus (10) ac-
cording to claim 13.

15. A computer-readable storage medium on which a
program is stored, which, after being loaded into the
memory of a computer, enables the computer to car-
ry out a method (100) according to any one of claims
1 to 12, possibly in cooperation with an apparatus
(10) according to claim 13.
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